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Abstract
The overlap fermion formalism is a solution of the Ginsparg-Wilson relation and
a realisation of chiral symmetry on the lattice. The overlap formula provides a means
of deforming any lattice action into a fermion action that possesses an exact chiral
symmetry. Unfortunately, its implementation involves the evaluation of a matrix sign
function, which makes it significantly more expensive to implement than traditional
lattice fermion actions, such as Wilson. Typically, the Wilson fermion action is used
as an argument to the matrix sign function, or overlap kernel. In this paper, we
accelerate the sign function evaluation by choosing a suitable modification of the
Wilson action as the overlap kernel. In particular, we have obtained a factor of two
speedup by moving from the Wilson action to a FLIC(Fat Link Irrelevant Clover)
action as the overlap kernel.
1 Introduction
The Ginsparg Wilson relation for some lattice Dirac operator D,
γ5D +Dγ5 = a2Dγ5D; (1)












is a solution of the Ginsparg-Wilson relation, which depends on some input operator H ,
the so-called overlap kernel. So long as H is a ‘reasonable’ Hermitian Dirac operator with
a large negative mass term, then Do corresponds to a single species of massless, chiral
fermions. Unfortunately, due to its discontinuity at the origin, the matrix sign function
(H) is problematic to evaluate. Practical methods have been developed in which (H) is
approximated by a sum over poles N (H), using either the so-called polar decomposition
or the optimal rational polynomial approximation [?, ?], both of which take the form














The two approximations only dier in their choice of coecients fc0; ck; dkg, and both
are evaluated (indirectly) using a multi-shift Conjugate Gradient (CG) matrix inverter [?]
to calculate their action on a vector. This is an iterative procedure where each iteration
requires one evaluation of the matrix operatorH2 acting on a vector (i.e. two evaluations of
H), and the number of iterations required to reach a given solution precision is proportional
to the condition number of H , (H) = jmax=minj, which is the ratio of the largest
eigenvalue of H to the smallest eigenvalue[?].
Typically, the Hermition Wilson-Dirac operator, Hw, is used as the overlap kernel.
Hw has max . 8, but unfortunately min can be as small as 10−8. This makes Hw
unsuitable for direct use in the overlap formalism. However, the typical spectrum of Hw
is characterised by a handful of isolated low-lying eigenmodes, so in practice we can use
Hw in the overlap formalism so long as we project out the lowest 10-20 eigenmodes and
deal with them explicitly[?]. In practical simulations, N (Hw) takes roughly speaking
O(100 − 300) iterations to converge for N  14, meaning that Wilson overlap fermions
are about O(200− 600) times more expensive than standard Wilson fermions.
Obviously we wish to improve upon this situation in order to make chiral fermion
simulations more feasible. We have some freedom in choosing the overlap kernel, H , and
if we choose a kernel with an improved condition number we will reduce the number of
CG iterations needed to evaluate the sign function, thereby reducing the expense of the
overlap. Our aim is to produce an implementation of the overlap formalism that will
perform eciently on large-scale parallel computing architectures. On such architectures,
the cost of internode communication is typically high compared to the cost of intranode
computation. We therefore demand that our candidate H be no less sparse than the
Hermitian Wilson-Dirac operator, that is, possess at most nearest neighbour couplings.
We seek to improve the condition number of H by systematically improving its low-lying
spectrum, starting from Hw as our initial choice.
2 Fermion actions





where the lattice covariant derivative r= and the lattice Laplacian  are dened by





γµ(Uµ(x)x+eµ,x′ − U yµ(x− eµ)x−eµ,x′)

; (5)









We choose the γ matrices to be Hermitian. As we are interested in the low-lying spectrum
of H , we restate the qualititative form of the lower bound for H2w(m) given in [?] at m = 1











Noting the presence of the commutator term [;r=] we seek to improve our lower bound











H2c (m) has a qualitative lower bound of
H2c (m) = m
2 − (1−m)r=2 + 1
4
r=4 (9)
 m2 − (1−m)r=2: (10)
At m = 1 this is bounded from below by 1, which is clearly better than H2w(1). As the
spectral flow depends smoothly on m, by the \flow inequality" (j dλ
dm
j  1)[?] we expect
that Hc(m) will possess a better low-lying spectrum than Hw(m) for values of m around
1. However, Hc(m) possesses doublers, so we modify it. Noting that
r=2 = r  r+ 1
4
[γµ; γν ][rµ;rν ]; (11)








[γ; γ]  [r;r]

; (12)
which eliminates the doublers due to the presence of the Wilson term. To maintain the
sparsity of our operator we must still make a further modication as [rµ;rν ] has diagonal
couplings, specically
[rµ;rν ]x,x′ = 1
4a2

(Uµ(x)Uν(x+ aµ)− Uν(x)Uµ(x+ aν))x+aµ+aν,x′ +
(Uµ(x)U
y
ν(x+ aµ − aν)− U yν(x− aν)Uµ(x− aν))x+aµ−aν,x′ +
(U yµ(x− aµ)Uν(x− aµ)− Uν(x)U yµ(x− aµ + aν))x−aµ+aν,x′ +
(U yµ(x− aµ)U yν(x− aµ − aν)− U yν (x− aν)U yµ(x− aµ − aν))x−aµ−aν ,x′

; (13)
where we have restored a and set aµ = aeµ. Using Uµ(x) = 1 +O(a) and identities of the
form
Uµ(x)Uν(x+ aµ)− Uν(x)Uµ(x+ aν) = 1
2

(Uµν(x)− 1)U yµ(x+ aν)U yν(x) +
(1− U yµν(x))U yν(x+ aµ)U yµ(x)

; (14)
(where Uµν(x) denotes the plaquette at x) we can derive
1
4
[γ; γ]  [r;r] (x) = 1
2















Uµν(x) + U−νµ(x) + Uν−µ(x) + U−µ−ν(x)

: (17)
Thus we have arrived at the well-known clover term [?] (with tree-level coecient csw = 1)
in an eort to improve our low-lying spectrum. The bound (10) on Hc(m) does not hold
after the modications we have made, but instead we regard them as motivation that for
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sucently smooth lattices the clover term might raise the low-lying modes, at least in the
region around m = 1. We therefore choose as our second candidate fermion action





  F )−m: (18)
Quantitative lower bounds that have been calculated under the assumption of a gauge
eld smoothness condition jj1 − Uµν(x)jj <  [?, ?] suggest that the smoother the gauge
eld, the better the low-lying spectrum of Hw. APE-smearing [?, ?, ?, ?] is a process
whereby individual gauge links are \smeared" by making the global replacement
Uµ(x) ! U (α)µ (x) = P
 









where P denotes projection of the RHS of Eq. (19) back to the SU(3) gauge group. That
is, each link is modied by replacing it with a combination of itself and the surrounding
staples to give a set of \fat links". The means by which one projects back to SU(3) is
not unique. We choose an SU(3) matrix U
(α)
µ (x) such that the gauge invariant measure
ReTr(U
(α)
µ (x)Xyµ(x)) is maximal, where Xµ(x) is the smeared link before projection, that
is U
(α)
µ (x)  PXµ(x). As the process of APE-smearing removes short-distance physics, it
is preferable to only smear the irrelevant operators. Throughout this work \fat" means
APE smearing of links in irrelevant terms only. We note that this idea was independently
suggested in Ref. [?]. This provides us with two more candidate actions, the fat Wilson










  F (αnape))−m: (21)
Here  is the smearing fraction and nape is the number of smearing sweeps (19) we perform.
As shown in [?], we can eectively reduce the two-dimensional parameter space (; nape)
to a one-dimensional space that depends soley on the product nape.
Finally, we can perform tadpole or mean-eld improvement (MFI)[?] to bring our links
closer to unity. This consists of updating each link with a division by the mean link, which







In the case of Hw and Hfw, mean-eld improvement has little eect, entering in only
as a single power in both cases. For Hw, mean eld improvement eectively changes the
value of m and renormalises the Wilson parameter r. In the case of Hfw it has a similar
eect but we have two mean link values, one for the untouched set of links and one for
the smeared set. However, u0 enters in as the fourth power in front of the clover term,
eectively raising csw towards its non-perturbative value. So, as our nal two candidate
actions, we dene the MFI clover and MFI fat clover action,










  F )−m; (23)











  F (αnape))−m; (24)
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where we have dierentiated the mean link u0 for the untouched links and u
fl
0 for the fat
links. We refer to the MFI fat clover action as the FLIC (Fat-Link Irrelevant Clover)
action. The FLIC action was recently introduced and studied in Ref [?]. If followed by
a number (e.g. FLIC12) this denotes the number of APE-smearing sweeps (at  = 0:7)
used in the action.
3 Spectral Flow Comparison
In order to test the merits of each of our proposed actions, we rst calculate the spectral
flow of each of them to see if our reasoning regarding their low-lying spectra is valid. From
the quadratic form of the lower bounds as a function of m, and based upon results given
in [?], we expect there to be some peak value of m for which the gap around zero is the
largest. We calculated the flow of the lowest 15 eigenvalues as a function of m for an
ensemble of 10 L = 83  16 mean-eld improved Symanzik congurations, at  = 4:38.
The following flow graphs allow us to see the m value for the biggest gap, and also allow
us to compare the dierent actions. As we are interested in the magnitude of the low-lying
values rather than their sign, we plot jj vs m.
We begin by examining the flow of the Wilson action, in Figure 1. We see the Wilson
spectra is very poor, with a high density of very small eigenmodes and no gap away from
zero. The addition of the clover term (at csw = 1) provides some improvement, shifting
the flow upwards and moving the peak values towards m = 1 as expected. The presence
of many small eigenmodes persists however, although their density is clearly reduced.
Figure 1: Spectral flow of the Wilson action (left) and the clover action (right) at  = 4:38.
Mean eld improvement assists the basic clover action somewhat, spreading the spec-
trum upwards, although the lowest modes are not raised signicantly. The mass value at
which the low-lying density is minimised has moved signicantly away from m = 1:2 to
around m = 0:6. As mentioned earlier, essentially all MFI does in this case is to change
the value of csw to 1:0=u
3
0, pushing it towards its non-perturbative value.
Modifying the Wilson action by smearing the irrelevant operators provides a consid-
erable improvement. While there are still some small modes present, their density has
been greatly reduced, and the spectral flow now has a clear division between the isolated
low-lying modes and the modes where the spectral density becomes high which are well
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separated from zero. Smearing was performed with  = 0:7 and nape = 12 smearing
sweeps.
Figure 2: Spectral flow of the MFI clover action (left) and the fat Wilson action (right)
at  = 4:38.
The spectral flow of the fat clover action clearly demonstrates the superiority of clover-
improved actions. The gap around zero is enhanced again over the fat Wilson action, and
the number of isolated low-lying modes is signicantly reduced. As the fat links are
already close to unity, the addition of mean eld improvement only aects the fat clover
flow slightly, raising the gap around zero a little and spreading the eigenvalues upwards
slightly also. The low-lying density is again very good in this case and far superior to that
of the Wilson action.
Figure 3: Spectral flow of the fat clover action (left) and FLIC12 action (right) at  = 4:38.
To conrm our results we chose the Wilson action as a \baseline" and compared it
against the FLIC action (the best of the alternative actions) on a larger, ner lattice,
123  24 at  = 4:60. This time we only used 4 smearing sweeps in the FLIC action. We
see that the Wilson action benets signicantly from the smaller lattice spacing, as there
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is now a visible separation from zero before the modes become dense. The FLIC action
has the same characteristics as on the coarser lattice, but it now has a peak separation of
the dense modes from zero of around 0.45!
Figure 4: Spectral flow of the Wilson action (left) and FLIC4 action (right) at  = 4:60.
Additionally, we tested the dependence of FLIC action upon the amount of smearing
done. As stated in [?], we only eectively need to vary the product nape, so we x  at 0.7
and vary nape between 0 and 12. We observe that the initial 4-6 sweeps have a signicant
eect, but past 6 sweeps the eect is marginal, with the low lying density remaining
roughly constant and the eigenvalues being compressed very slightly downwards.
Figure 5: Dependence of the FLIC spectrum at  = 4:60; m = 1:35 (left) and  =
4:38; m = 1:45 (right) on the number of APE smearing sweeps.
4 Results
Having obtained some understanding of the low-lying spectra of the various actions via the
flow diagrams, we now turn to quantitative comparisons. Firstly we examine the condition
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number, , of the dierent actions as a function of m. We show below the condition
numbers having projected out the lowest 5 eigenmodes and the lowest 15 eigenmodes
on the 2 lattices that we used. The points are the mean condition numbers across the
ensembles, and the error bars indicate the minimum and maximum condition numbers,
giving an idea of the variation in . The smeared irrelevant-term actions here used 12
APE sweeps at  = 0:7 for the coarse lattice and 4 sweeps for the ne lattice. Some points
are oset horizontally for clarity.
Figure 6: Condition numbers of the various actions. (Top-left) Results for  = 4:38 with 5
projected modes. (Bottom-left) Results for  = 4:38 with 15 projected modes. (Top-right)
Results for  = 4:60 with 5 projected modes. (Bottom-right) Results for  = 4:60 with
15 projected modes.
Immediately noticeable are two things. Firstly, the smeared irrelevant-term actions
are much better conditioned than the unsmeared actions, and secondly, the variation of
 between congurations is less. It should be noted that the variation (error bars) are
displayed for all actions, but are smaller than the plot symbol at some points of the
fat clover and FLIC lines. Projecting out an additional 10 eigenvalues has a signicant
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eect on the unsmeared actions, but relatively little eect on the smeared actions due to
reduction in the number of isolated low-lying values. In terms of condition number, the
fat clover and FLIC actions are clearly and signicantly superior to the other actions, with
the FLIC action possessing a (slight) edge over the fat clover coming from the mean eld
improvement.
As the clover term is quite fast to evaluate, we discard the fat Wilson as a candidate
action at this point as it is the least well-conditioned of the smeared actions. Given the
similarity between the clover-improved actions with and without mean-eld improvement,
we focus on the MFI clover and FLIC actions. We now compare in detail the performance
for three actions: the Wilson, MFI clover and FLIC. To see how improving the condition
number translates into a saving in CG iterations, we calculated the number of Multi-CG
iterations required to evaluate Do once across the ensemble for each of these actions, using
some typical simulation parameters.
Action  Projections Mean Min Max
Wilson 4.38 15 219 188 253
4.60 15 202 190 212
MFI clover 4.38 15 200 178 240
FLIC12 4.38 10 92 89 100
FLIC6 4.38 10 90 86 101
FLIC4 4.60 15 109 106 112
Table 1: Conjugate Gradient (CG) Iterations needed for a single evaluation of N(x) using
actual simulation parameters.
The Wilson and MFI clover are tested using the 14th order optimal rational polynomial
(ORP) approximation [?]. The improved condition number of the FLIC actions allows us
to use the 12th order polar decomposition, chosen to give a maximum deviation from (x)
of less than 10−6 compared to the 3:1 10−5 of the 14th order ORP. The Nth order polar
decomposition is specied by,














Low-lying modes are projected out where necessary. The sign function solution is calcu-
lated to a precision of 10−6 across the ne ensemble and the coarse ensemble used above.
The value of m is chosen dierently for each of the actions to optimise . Given the
relative lack of improvement in using the MFI clover action compared to the Wilson, we
discard it at this point and concentrate on comparing the Wilson and FLIC actions. As
the results in Table 1 show, the FLIC action is by far the best in terms of convergence
with a reduction in iterations compared to the Wilson action of a factor of between 1.9
and 2.4.
However, what is not clear from this is how the saving in iterations translates into
the most important quantity, a saving in compute time. Shifting from a standard Wilson
action to a partially smeared action means that we now have two sets of gauge elds, the
standard and smeared links. This doubles the number of vector-multiplications needed,
and the spin-projection trick[?] is no longer applicable, providing an additional factor of
2 in both the multiplications needed and the communications needed. So, moving from
the Wilson action to the FLIC action costs us a factor of 4 in vector multiplications and a
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factor of 2 in communications, plus the overhead for the clover term. On the other hand,
evaluating the action of N(x) on a vector costs O(2N) vector multiplications in addition
to the two evaluations of the kernel, H , and while vector multiplications form a signicant
part of the cost of evaluating H , they are not the only part, with a relatively high cost
of communication compared to computation on the parallel architectures that we wish to
use. It quickly becomes clear that the only real way to see how much of an improvement
we have made is to do an actual calculation and compare the compute time needed.
To test the actual speedup, we choose to calculate the low-lying eigenmodes of H2o =
DyoDo for the two dierent kernels, Wilson and FLIC. This calculation allows us to verify
that both kernels give the appropriate spectral properties[?], and also allows us to calculate
directly the relative compute time needed to evaluate Do in each case. For the Wilson
action we used the 14th order Rational Polynomial Approximation in the region which it
is bounded by unity, 0:025 < jxj < 1:918, for which the maximal deviation from (x) is
3:1  10−5, with the mass parameter m = 1:65, projecting out 15 eigenvalues. For the
FLIC action, we can take advantage of the improved condition number without reducing
the accuracy of our approximation by using the polar decomposition at 12th order, which
is sucient to provide a maximal deviation of less than 3:110−5. This saves us a (small)
amount of computation. To optimise the condition number we choose to perform only 6
APE sweeps with the mass parameter set to m = 1:45 and projecting out 10 eigenvalues.
To minimise the computation needed, we implement individual pole convergence testing in
our Multi-CG routine. The rst pole is considered converged in the nth iteration according
to the usual criterion based on the residue, jjrnjj < , where we chose  = 10−8. The
convergence criterion for the other poles is easily deduced by noting the shifted polynomial
structure of the residual, rin = Pn(H





nrn. Then the i
th pole
is considered converged if
jjrnjjσ(i)n < 0:1 ; (26)
where 
σ(i)
n is dened as in Eq. (2.44) of Ref. [?]. We have tested this convergence
criterion by calculating individual residues and found it to be numerically very safe, and
also to save signicant amounts of computation. We consider the ten 83  16;  = 4:38
lattices. Computations are performed on 4 nodes of the Orion supercomputer, a Sun
E420R cluster comprised of 40 nodes, with each node posessing 4 GB of RAM, 16 MB of
L2-cache, and 4 UltraSPARC II 450 MHz processors. The nodes are connected by Myrinet
networking. The lowest 6 eigenmodes of H2o are calculated on each conguration using the
Ritz functional method [?]. We measure the compute time spent in each of the dierent
parts of the \inner-CG" calculation, with the following results.
Code portion Wilson FLIC6
1 Kernel-vector evaluation (H) 0.022 sec 0.037 sec
1 Multi-CG iteration (including H) 0.133 sec 0.154 sec
1 Multi-CG iteration (excluding H) 0.089 sec 0.079 sec
1 overlap-vector evaluation 25.52 sec 13.67 sec
Table 2: Actual compute time spent in the various parts of the algorithm.
The results show that using the FLIC action as the kernel in the overlap formalism
provides a saving of a factor of 1.9 in actual compute-time spent in evaluating the overlap
action. This is easily understood by rst observing that the time spent in the fermion
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matrix multiplication constitutes less than half of the compute time spent in the inner
CG inversion. Secondly, we have only paid a factor of 2 in compute time moving from
the Wilson action to the FLIC action, not the potential factor of 4. This is because
the time spent in communication and performing the γ matrix algebra is not negligible
when compared to the time spent in performing the gauge eld multiplications. Finally,
as the improved condition number of the FLIC kernel allows us to use the 12th order
polar decomposition, we expend less eort per iteration in the CG component of the sign
function evaluation. This is because the number of unconverged poles per iteration is
reduced, as demonstrated below.














































Table 3: Breakdown of the mean convergence for each of the poles.
These facts mean that the overall compute time per inner CG iteration increases by
only 15% when moving to the FLIC kernel, and hence the saving of 55% in the total
number of inner CG iterations needed translates into a saving in compute time. Thus
we have shown that the FLIC action is numerically superior to the Wilson action as an
overlap kernel. What has not been answered is what, if any, are the dierences in physical
properties of Do using the dierent kernels. For example, overlap fermions are free of O(a)
errors irrespective of the choice of kernel, but in general may have dierent O(a2) errors.
This will be addressed in future work.
5 Conclusion
Practical implementations of the overlap-Dirac operator use a sum over poles to approx-
imate the matrix sign function. These approximations are evaluated using an iterative
conjugate gradient routine. As each iteration requires about twice as much computational
eort to evaluate as a single evaluation of Hw, reducing the number of iterations needed
is the most direct way of reducing the expense of the overlap formalism. To succeed in
this, we select an overlap kernel with an improved condition number motivated by an-
alytic arguments. From the six candidate actions tested, the FLIC action has the best
convergence properties, requiring less low-lying projections than the Wilson action and
providing a saving in iterations by about a factor of 2. This saving in iterations translates
almost directly into a saving in computation time. We restate that only the irrelevant
operators are smeared, and that minimal smearing is required, 6 sweeps at  = 0:7 for
 = 4:38; a = 0:165(2). As the FLIC action has only nearest neighbour couplings, it is well
suited to calculations on highly parallel machines. We recognise that there will be some
implementation dependence in our compute-time results, but believe that this dependence
will be sucently small that all groups who wish to perform overlap calculations will ben-
et in moving from the Wilson to the FLIC kernel. As we have concluded that the FLIC
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action is a numerically superior kernel, we can proceed to investigate the dependence of
the overlap action’s physical properties on the kernel action.
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